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LOCAL HALF MOUFANG QUADRANGLES
KOEN THAS
Abstract. In this paper, we show that if every root of a finite generalized quad-
rangle containing a fixed point is Moufang, then every dual root containing it
is also Moufang. As a corollary, we obtain a new proof of the half Moufang
theorem. This says that finite half Moufang quadrangles are Moufang.
1. Introduction
A famous and old question of Tits (going back to the 1960s) asks for the ex-
istence of locally finite generalized polygons: these are generalized polygons
(spherical buildings of rank 2) which, up to duality, have a finite number of points
on a line and an infinite number of lines incident with a point. For generalized
polygons of odd gonality at least 3, both numbers are equal, and so no such poly-
gons exist. The group theoretical analogon of this question wonders about the
existence of half Moufang generalized polygons which are not Moufang. This
question only makes sense for generalized polygons of even gonality; for gener-
alized (2k+ 1)-gons (k ≥ 1 a positive integer), there is no distinction between half
Moufang and Moufang since there only is one type of root.
We will not survey the Moufang condition, which is the central group theoret-
ical property in the theory of rank 2 buildings, nor its importance, here. Rather,
we refer to the many surveys and papers which are vailable, such as [1, 2], [9], [3]
or [6], and especially the celebrated work [10] which classifies Moufang polygons.
For the rest of the note, we consider the (most important) case of generalized
4-gons, or generalized quadrangles.
In 1991 Thas, Payne and Van Maldeghem [5] finally succeeded in showing that
finite half Moufang generalized quadrangles are indeed Moufang. The proof is
not direct, and not elementary, in the sense that they use a classification of half
Moufang GQs which can be found in [3] (see also the references therein), which
amounts to stating that finite half Moufang GQs either arise from classical groups,
or have some particular combinatorial property. Since classical quadrangles are
known to be Moufang, the main part of [5] is then concerned with handling the
combinatorial part.
In [4], Tent obtained the same result without the assumption that the quadran-
gle be finite. She obtains a direct proof without invoking any classifcation result,
but of course uses the global half Moufang condition. (Note that a crucial lemma
of Van Maldeghem was used in [4].)
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In this short note, we only assume that a finite GQ is half Moufang “at a
point”, and then show that it is necessarily Moufang at that point. The half Mo-
ufang theorem easily follows. The proof is direct, and uses no classification result
whatsoever. And on the other hand, contrary to the “infinite proof”, we do not
use global Moufang conditions. In fact, the only thing we do is put a part of the
proof of [5] and of [7] together to obtain the main result. But it does the trick.
To the author’s knowledge, it is the first time for quadrangles (or generalized
polygons of higher gonality) that, without any extra combinatorial or group the-
oretical assumptions, additional (general) Moufang conditions are forced from
only local (general) Moufang conditions.
The ideas of the present note were found during the preparation of a final part
of an advanced course on Incidence Geometry, taught at Ghent University in Oc-
tober — December of 2010.
Acknowledgment. The author thanks an anonymous referee for providing him
several very useful suggestions.
2. Setting
Let Γ be a thick generalized quadrangle (GQ). It is a rank 2 geometry Γ =
(P ,B, I) (where we call the elements of P “points” and those of B “lines”)
such that the following axioms are satisfied:
(a) there are no ordinary digons and triangles contained in Γ;
(b) each two elements ofP ∪B are contained in an ordinary quadrangle;
(c) there exists an ordinary pentagon.
It can be shown that there are exist constants s and t such that each point is
incident with t+ 1 lines and each line is incident with s+ 1 points. We say that
(s, t) is the order of Γ. Note that an ordinary quadrangle is just a (necessarily thin)
GQ of order (1, 1) — we call such a subgeometry also “apartment” (of Γ).
Let A be an apartment of a GQ Γ. A root γ of A is a set of 5 different elements
e0, . . . , e4 in A such that eiIei+1 (where the indices are taken in {0, 1, 2, 3, 4}), and
e0, e4 are the extremal elements of γ. There are two types of roots, depending on
whether the extremal elements are lines or points; in the second case we speak of
dual roots to make a distinction between the types. Also, a (dual) root γ without
its extremal elements — the interior of γ — is denoted by γ˙ and called (dual)
i-root.
If M is a subgeometry of Γ, by Aut(Γ)[M ] we denote the subgroup of the
automorphism group Aut(Γ) of Γ which fixes every line incident with a point of
M and every point incident with a line ofM . Now a (dual) root γ is Moufang if
Aut(Γ)[γ˙] acts transitively on the apartments containing γ. In fact, Aut(Γ)[γ˙] =:
A(γ˙) then acts sharply transitively on these apartments. Once a (dual) root γ is
Moufang, all (dual) roots with interior γ˙ are also Moufang, with respect to the
same group A(γ˙). (The latter groups are uniquely defined by γ˙ and the Moufang
property.) In a natural way, we also use the terms “Moufang i-root” and “dual
Moufang i-root”, and the elements of A(γ˙) are called root-elations throughout.
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Now Γ is half Moufang if all roots or all dual roots are Moufang. It is Moufang
if all roots and dual roots are.
3. Local half Moufang theorem
We start with a lemma which does not rely on finiteness. It is similar to a
lemma of [5] where it is obtained in the finite case (the proof also works in gen-
eral). For this purpose, an elation generalized quadrangle (EGQ) is a GQ Γ contain-
ing some point x such that there exists a subgroup H of Aut(Γ)[{x}] which acts
sharply transitively on the points not collinear with x. We call H elation group,
and also write Γx to specify the GQ with elation point.
Lemma 3.1. Let Γx be an EGQ with elation group H. Suppose (x, L, u) = ρ and
(x,M, v) = µ are Moufang i-roots, with L 6= M lines on x, and such that A(ρ) ≤ H,
A(µ) ≤ H. Then (L, x,M) = τ is a dual Moufang i-root with A(τ) ≤ H.
Proof. Let z ∈ {u, v}⊥ \ {x}, and let xi, i ∈ I, be the different points of {z, x}⊥
(for some index set I containing symbols 0, 1 and bijective with the set of lines
incident with x), in such a way that u = x0 and v = x1. Let zxk = Wk, and
xxk = Lk for all k ∈ I. Define Hi = HWi and H∗i = Hxi for i ∈ I. Then for each
j ∈ I
(1) H∗j , HjHk \ Hj, k ∈ I \ {j}
defines a partition of H. For, let κ ∈ H×, and consider zκ . If projLjzκ = projLjz =
xj, then κ ∈ H∗j , so suppose now that projLjzκ is different from projLjz. Put
projzκLj = W, and projWz = z
′. Let r ∈ I be such that zz′ = Wr, and let φ ∈ H
map z to z′. Then φ maps Wr = projzLr to Wr = projz′Lr and Wj = projzLj to
W = projz′Lj, while κ maps Wj = projzLj to W = projzκLj. Thus φ ∈ Hr and
κ ∈ Hjφ ⊆ HjHr, and hence
(2) H = H∗j
⋃
(∪k∈I\{j}HjHk \ Hj).
The fact that we indeed have a partition now follows from the following proper-
ties (which are well-known to hold, cf. [8]):
• H∗ν ∩ Hµ = {1} for all distinct ν, µ ∈ I;
• HνHµ ∩ H` = {1} for all distinct ν, µ, ` ∈ I.
Put j = 0 and let yIxu, with y 6= x. We observe that H0 fixes L pointwise
since the assumption A(ρ) ≤ H implies H0 = HW0 = A(ρ). For k 6= 0, k ∈ I,
the only elements in H0Hk fixing a point of L \ {x} are in H0, since H0 fixes L
pointwise, and Hk acts sharply transitively on the latter set. By (1), it follows
that Hy ≤ H∗0 = Hy, the equality coming from the fact that Hy and H∗0 are
conjugate in H, and so H∗0 fixes L pointwise since y was arbitrary on L. Hence
H∗1 also fixes M pointwise, and the group Hu,v = H
∗
0 ∩ H∗1 , which acts sharply
transitively on {u, v}⊥ \ {x}, fixes L and M pointwise (and, of course, x linewise).
So (L, x,M) = τ is a dual Moufang i-root with group
(3) A(τ) = Hu,v ≤ H.
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
Corollary 3.2. Let Γ be a generalized quadrangle such that all i-roots containing some
fixed point x are Moufang. If the group H generated by all the corresponding root-
elations makes Γx an EGQ with elation group H, then all dual i-roots containing x are
also Moufang.
Proof. Immediate by the preceding lemma. 
We now prove the main result.
Theorem 3.3. Let Γ be a finite generalized quadrangle such that all i-roots containing
some fixed point x are Moufang. Then all dual i-roots containing x are also Moufang.
Proof. Define the group H as in the statement of the previous corollary. By
Theorem 1.1 of [7], Γx is an EGQ with elation group H. So by Corollary 3.2, the
theorem follows. 
At the moment, no infinite version of [7, Theorem 1.1] is available.
3.1. The half Moufang theorem. Passing to the global result now goes very
smoothly.
Let Γ be a finite half Moufang GQ. Suppose without loss of generality that all
roots are Moufang. Take any point z; then by Theorem 3.3, all dual roots on z are
Moufang. Since z was arbitrary, it follows that Γ is Moufang. 
3.2. The converse. One might be tempted to try for a converse of Theorem 3.3,
namely, to obtain that if all dual i-roots on some point of a GQ are Moufang, then
also all i-roots on that point are. Or, even stronger, one might wonder whether
the group generated by the dual root-elations in this setting contains “complete
groups” of root-elations corresponding to any i-root on the point.
Neither is true. For the second converse, recall that a center of symmetry is
a point x such that any dual i-root τ containing x is Moufang, and for which
A(τ) is independent of the choice of τ. That is, each element of A(τ) fixes x⊥
elementwise. Now if x is as such, then
(4) A(x) := 〈A(τ)|τ is a dual i-root on x〉 = A(ρ),
where ρ is any dual i-root containing x, and many examples of finite and infinite
GQs exist with centers of symmetry (one being defined below).
The first converse is more subtle; although we have shown that even if all dual
roots on a point x are Moufang, A(x) does not necessarily contain nontrivial root-
elations, it still could be that all i-roots containing x must be Moufang (that is, that
both conditions cannot live without each other). By a recent observation of the
author which is contained in [8], we will show that this is also not true.
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Let q = 2e be an odd power of 2, and let σ ∈ Aut(Fq) be such that σ2 = 2.
Define the map
(5) f : F2q → Fq : (a, b) → aσ+2 + ab+ bσ.
The Tits ovoid of PG(3, q) is given by
(6) O = {(0, 1, 0, 0)} ∪ {(1, f (a, b), a, b)|a, b ∈ Fq}.
We suppose that e > 1, so that O is not an elliptic quadric. Let Γ = T3(O) be the
corresponding TGQ of order (q, q2) with translation point (∞) [6], and let LI(∞)
be the line of Γ corresponding with the point (0, 1, 0, 0). (Note that Aut(Γ) acts
transitively on the lines incident with (∞).) Embed PG(3, q) as a hyperplane in
PG(4, q), by
(7) (x, y, z,w) → (0, x, y, z,w).
Define collineations θ(a, b, c, d, e) : (u, x, y, z,w) → (u, x, y, z,w)[a, b, c, d, e] of
PG(4, q), with a, b, c, d, e ∈ Fq, where
(8) [a, b, c, d, e] =

1 0 c d e
0 1 f (a, b) a b
0 0 1 0 0
0 0 aσ+1 + b 1 aσ
0 0 a 0 1
 .
Then G = {θ(a, b, c, d, e)|a, b, c, d, e ∈ Fq} is a group of order q5 with binary
operation
(9)
[a, b, c, d, e][a′, b′, c′, d′, e′]
= [a+ a′, b+ b′ + aa′σ, c+ c′ + d(a′σ+1 + b′) + ea′, d+ d′, e+ e′ + da′σ],
so that ΓD is an EGQ with elation group G and elation point x corresponding to
L [8]. Now define for t ∈ Fq:
(10) A(t) = {[a, b, t f (a, b), ta, tb]|a, b ∈ Fq}, A∗(t) = {[a, b, c, ta, tb]|a, b, c ∈ Fq}
and
(11) A(∞) = {[0, 0, 0, d, e]|d, e ∈ Fq}, A∗(∞) = {[0, 0, c, d, e]|c, d, e ∈ Fq}.
Then F = {A(t)|t ∈ Fq ∪ {(∞)}} and F∗ = {A∗(t)|t ∈ Fq ∪ {(∞)}} define a
Kantor family of G associated to the point 〈(1, 0, 0, 0, 0), (0, 1, 0, 0, 0)〉 of ΓD [8].
Proposition 3.4 (K. Thas [8]). (i) A∗(∞) and A(∞) are elementary abelian and
A∗(∞)E G, so that A∗(∞) fixes [A(∞)] pointwise.
(ii) For t ∈ Fq, A∗(t) and A(t) are nonabelian of exponent 4; moreover, for t 6= t′
in Fq, A∗(t) ∼= A∗(t′) and A(t) ∼= A(t′). Also, no A∗(t) is normal in G.
(iii) G is the complete set of elations about x.
(iv) x is a center of symmetry, and the symmetries are contained in G.
By (iv), all dual i-roots on x are Moufang. Also, any root-elation with i-root
containing x must be in G, by (iii). But then by (ii) no i-root containing a line
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corresponding to t ∈ Fq can be Moufang.
So in some sense Theorem 3.3 is the best possible from the local point of view.
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